
Wall-motion analysis, as well as ejection fraction (EF), in
gated blood-pool studies is of importance for the evaluation of
patientswithvariouscardiacdiseases.Ingatedblood-poolstudies,
segmentalwallmotionhasbeenassessedbycine-modedisplayof
gated images (1,2), superimposition of end-diastolic (ED) and
end-systolic(ES) perimetersof the ventricle,regionalejection
fraction (3), functional images such as EF image (4), and phase
and amplitudeimages(5â€”8).Phaseanalysishas a uniquepa
rameter that indicates the sequence of contraction and synchrony
of the ventricularmovement Phase images,as well as other
functionalimagesof cardiacwallmotion,havean advantagein
that theycontainthree-dimensionalinformation;however,cor
respondence between ventricular segments in contrast ventricu
lography(LVG) and functionalimagesin radionuclidestudieshas
been difficult to interpret in some cases. Superimposition of
blood-poolperimetershasalsobeenutilizedforquantificationof
wallmotion.

In this studyweappliedFourieranalysisto distancesfroma
center to the edges of the ventricle. This method providesthe pa
rametersof lengthshorteningandthesequenceofcontractionof
perimeters.Weappliedthislength-basedphaseanalysisto routine
gated blood-pool studies and gated emission computed tomography
(ECT) in patients with coronary artery disease or a conduction
anomaly.Themethodof length-basedFourieranalysisandsome
clinical applications are described.

METHODS

Thegatedblood-poolstudieswereperformedafterequilibration
ofâ€•-20mCi(740MBq)ofTc-99mredbloodcells,labeledbythe
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in vivo method. The scintillation camera, equipped with either a
high-sensitivity parallel-hole collimator or an all-purpose slant
hole,waspositionedina modifiedleftanterioroblique(LAO),a
best septal, a right anterior oblique (RAO), or a left lateral pro
jection. The data were acquired in 64 X 64 matrices, 24 frames per
cardiac cycle, and were stored in a nuclear medicine computer
system.

ThegatedECTwasalsoperformed.TheECTsystemconsisted
ofdualscintillationcameraheadsand a nuclearmedicinemini
computer system. Projectiondata were collected for 2 mm at every
10Â°around a patient. Each cardiac cycle was divided into 12
frames.Usinga reconstructionalgorithmbasedonfilteredback
projection supplied by the manufacturer, short-axis, horizontal
andverticallong-axisimageswerereconstructed.

Phase analysis was performed in two ways. Conventional phase
analysis used the programs originally developed by us (8), which
are essentially the same as those already introduced by others
(5,6). Phaseandamplitudeof the fundamentalfrequencyof the
Fourier transform is mapped on the functional images. In this
paperwecallthisthecount-basedphaseanalysis,sincethechange
ofcountsineachpixelisanalysedbyFouriertransform.Thenew
method, length-based phase analysis, was based on the changes
oflength from a center in the ventricle to the edges ofits blood pool.
Figure 1 shows the length-based method schematically. First, a
maskimageismadetoeliminatethesurroundingstructuresaround
the left ventricle, and the count of background is set to zero. The
region of interest (ROl) for masking is determined manually by
light pen, using ED, ES, and stroke-count images as references.
ThecenterofgravitywithintheROt iscalculatedanddefinedas
the center. If this center is outside of the ES blood pool-images,
it is changed to the point of maximum count. Ifthis new center is
still exterior to the ES blood pool, it is changed manually by the
light pen to approximately the center of ES blood pool. We used
this center point for all images in the sequence. In each frame, the
distancebetweencenter and edgeiscalculated.The edge isdefined
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A new methodfor evaluatingsegmentalwall motionby length-basedFourier
analysisis described.Fourieranalysisis performedon a seriesof lengthsfrom a
center to edgesof the ventricle,generatingparametersof percentlengthshorten
ing (% LS) and phase of the segment (length-based phase). The reproducibility of
the result was good, since the algorfthm was automatic except for the setting of the
ventricularregionas a mask imageto excludesurroundIngbloodpools.Thispro
gram can be applied for quantification of ventricular wall-motion abnormalfties in
gatedblood-poolstudies,andfor analysisof the timing of ventricularcontraction
in gatedblood-poolemissioncomputedtomographyto detect the site of an acces
sory conduction pathway in patients with WoIff-Parkinson-Whfte syndrome.
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Gated blood pool images conduction pathway (ACP), the site of the ACP was confirmed
by epicardial mapping and surgery (8,9).

RESULTS

Examples of the resultsof this programare shown in Figs. 2 and
3. Figure 2 shows phase analysis of a patient with an old myocar
dial infarction. By count-based phase analysis, marked delay of
phase in the apical region is noted. In the LAO and RAO projec
tions, superimposition of ED and ES perimeters, based on the
isocount method, showsparadoxical movement in the apical sag
ment. Length-based phase analysis shows decreased%LSto <25%,
indicating hypokinesis, and apparent delay of phase in the apical
segment. Since the segment of 270Â°in the LAO view, apical sag
ment, has less than 5%length shortening, indicating akinesis, both
phase and %LSare not displayed. Figure 3 is a length-based phase
analysis of the left ventricle in a patient with WPW syndrome.
Short-axis images of the left ventricle at a level near the base of
heart were analyzed. In length-based analysis the value of phase
is lowin the segments from posterior to posterolateral. The septal
segment is not displayed, as the %LS is <5%. An ACP was con
firmedinthe posteriorwall,andthe siteof initialphaseisshown
also in the posterior segment.

Regardingthe methodof establishinga center,the centerof
gravity was valid in almost all cases. However, when ES blood pool
was very small (for example, in a patient with hypertrophic car
diomyopathy), the center of gravity was out of the ES perimeter
and manual setting was necessary.

Reproducibility oflength-based phase analysis depends on the
setting of the center of ventricle, a center of gravity. Therefore, it
is influencedby the ROl for the mask image.When the processing
was repeated by two operators, the center of gravity changed less
than two pixels. The changes of phase and %LS when a center is
displaced one pixel from the center of gravity in a patient with
normal contraction (EF = 79%) are shown in Table 1. For the
lateral segment (a = 0Â°),the phase was 134.2 Â±1.2 and %LS was
58.8 Â±3.8; for the apical segment (a = 270Â°),the phase was 133.8
Â±4.4and%LSwas68.4Â±3.7.Fortheseptalsegment(a 225Â°),
the phase was 123.6@ 2.9, while%LSwas 31.4 Â±7.7 and the CV
value is relatively high (24.6%). However, the variation was gen
erallysmall.The reproducibilitywasgood,sincethe processing
apart from the setting of the mask image, which influences the
center of gravity, was completely automatic.

DISCUSSION

Segmental wall motion can be evaluated noninvasively by
echocardiography and radionuclide ventriculography. In nuclear
cardiology, functional images such as EF images, paradox images,
and phase and amplitude images have also been attempted, and
good correlation has been observed when the findings are compared
with those ofconventional studies (1â€”7).However, it is not always
easy to evaluate the relationship between the functional images
and thesegmentsof heart.Previouslywecomparedthe resultof
contrast LVG in RAO and LAO planes with the regional EF im
ages (10). The ventricular perimeter was divided into five segments
in the RAO view and two segments in the LAO view, while func
tional images were divided into three regions: anteroseptal, in
feroapical, and postrolateral regions. We concluded that antero
lateral, apical, and septal segments of LVG correspond to in
feroapical and/or anteroseptal regions on the EF images. However,
it was difficult to differentiate these two regions with functional
images. Apical and diaphragmatic segments correspond to the
inferoapical regions, and postrobasal and posterolateral segments
correspond to the posterolateral region. On the other hand, in
perimetric display, all segments except for basal segments can be
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FIG. 1. Method for length-based phase analysis. Series of r(a,i),
distance from center to ventricular edge, is computed by discrete
Fouriertransform.Phaseand %LS are calculatedfor each
angle.

by a thresholdmethod:weassumethat the edge is where the count
falls to 65% of the mean for the center and the four pixels adjacent
to it. A series of lengths, r(a,i), from center edges, where a is the
radial angle in degrees, and i designates the i-th frame, is computed
by Fourier transform, and phase and amplitude of the first har
monic are calculated for each radial direction. The step of the
radial angle can be selected from 10Â°to 90Â°,and we usually use
22.5Â°(360/16). Theamplitudeisconvertedto a percentlength
shortening (%LS) using the following equation:

%LS= (2 Xamplitude)/(DC+ amplitude)X 100,

whereDC is thedirect-current componentof the Fourier transform
(Fig. 1). The zero degree is defined as the right horizontal position
from the center (3 o'clock), and the angle increases counter
clockwise.The result is displayed in polar coordinates; the angle
denotes the direction of a vectorand the length showsthe valueof
thephaseor%LSasshownin Figs.2and3.Therefore,thedirec
tion ofa vector directly corresponds to the direction in the original
images. We exclude the directions of valves and the segments
where blood-pool overlap occurs. When %LS is less than 5%, the
phase is not calculated,becauseit is unreliablewhenthe amplitude
is very low. Each circle of the polar display represents scale; 90
degreesfor phasedisplayand 25%for %LS.The colorof the vector
is changed from blue to red (from white to black on x-ray film) as
the value increases.

Length-based and count-based analyses were performed in
patients with ischemic heart disease or Wolff-Parkinson-White
(WPW) syndrome. The diagnosis of myocardial infarction was
confirmed by clinical findings, electrocardiography, coronary
arteriography, and contrast LVG. In a patient with WPW syn
drome,wholater underwentsurgicaldivisionof the accessory
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FIG. 2. Patientwith old myocardial infarct. Blood-pool imagesand perimetric display show diffuse hypokinesisandakinesis. On apical
segment, dyskinesis is represented.Count-basedphaseanalysis indicates delayedphase in apical region both in LAO and RAOviews.
Length-basedFourieranalysisshoweddelayedphasein apical segmentandreduced%LS to <25% in septal,lateral,andapical segments.
Each circle denotes 90Â°in phaseand 25% in %LS.

evaluatedifmultiple projectionsare selectedappropriately.Percent
length shortening is sometimes utilized as a measure of ventricular
movement, and we added the information of the sequence of con
traction to a perimetric display in this program.

Length-basedphase analysiscan be also applied to gated
blood-pool tomography. We have studied the detection of ACPs
in patients with WPW syndrome using gated ECT and count
based phase analysis (8,1 1). Tomographic phase imaging was
more useful for the analysis of movementof the edge, compared
with conventional planar phase imaging. However, application of
length-based phase analysis is thought to be more reasonable to
study the movement ofthe edge. Because the edge ofthe blood pool
is meaningful in tomographic blood-pool images, phase should be
calculated based on the movementof an edge. When count-based
phase analysis is applied to the tomographic blood-poolimages,
time-activity curves in pixels interior to the ES perimeter are
meaninglessand confusing. Further clinical study will be needed
to clarify the validity of the length-based method in the tomog
raphy.

Length-based phase analysis has the following advantages. In
radionuclide studies, the edge of the blood pool is not sharp, even
if we use some filtering to restore edges. Particularly when the
acquired count is limited due to short acquisition times (as in cx
ercise studies), the original blood-pool images contain excessive
noise, which cause irregularity in the perimeter. However, in
length-basedphase analysis, the %LS was affected not by the ED
and ES perimeters directly but by the whole time-length curve.
Reproducibilityof the resultwasalsogood,sinceoperatorinter
action was necessary only when the mask image was set. Regarding
the mask image, automatic setting is preferable, to increasethe
reproducibilityof the result, but it wassometimesdifficulton basal
and septal segments. Other parts ofthe algorithm are completely
automatic, and no background selection is required. By the in
troduction of length-based phase analysis, severity of asynergy
(especially dyskinesis) will be well differentiated. Contractility
is evaluatedquantitativelyby parameters of%LS, a segmentbeing
considered hypokinetic when %LS is less than 25%. When the
vector is not displayed, the %LS is less than 5% and akinesis is
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FIG.3. Length-basedFourieranalysiswas
appliedto gatedshort-axialblood-poolto
mogmphyof left ventriclein patientwIth
WPWsyn&ome.Hisaccessoryconduction
pathway was confirmed on posterior wall
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diagnosed. However,it may be necessaryto determine the normal
ranges in each projection. There is a possibility that the same
program can be applied to the LVG using contrast media, but we
have no experience in this area.

No complete algorithm to delineate the true ventricular edge
was available, although we used thresholding for edge detection
because of the simple algorithm. However, it may be ineffective
in some patients, particularly for finding a septal edge. As an al
ternative edge-detection method, a gradient or differentiation
technique is possible. But our preliminary data showed that it failed
to track the ventricular perimeter, particularly when the acquired
countwaslow.Somepreprocessingfiltrationto reducethe noise
and to enhance the edges will be required. Selection ofan appro
priate edge-detection algorithm is necessary, although we could
notofferthebestmethodin thispaper.Nevertheless,length-based

Fourier analysiscan be a potentially useful approach, since it can
be applied to any edge-detection algorithm.

This approach contains the followingdrawbacks. If the move
ment of the ventricular edge is several pixels but not more than 20
pixelsin 64 X 64 matrices,statisticalvariation isgreater compared
with count-basedmethod.This may be improvedby applying
larger matrices or by zooming the original image. In a segment of
akinesis where a series of r(a,i) has the same value in a certain
angle, phase cannot be calculated theoretically. The case is rare
in the count-based method. Whether the length-based method is
superior has not yet been determined, and utility must be studied
clinically in various cardiac diseases.

In conclusion, we have developed a length-based Fourier anal
ysis, which is based on the change of the distance from a center to
the edge of the ventricle. This method provides information on
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length shortening as well as the phase of the perimeter, and the
reproducibility of the result was good. Length-based Fourier
analysis will be useful to quantify segmental wall motion.
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